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A newspaper invites young people to write to 
write articles about tv advertisements they 
either love or loathe.  

Everyone loves the Skoda Fabia advert from a 
couple years ago. The sweet, simple pleasures 
that can be derived from the viewing of a life-
sized cake moulded into the shape of Skoda’s’ 
flagship model, all to the uplifting tune of the 
Sound of Music’s favourite things. 


But the new advert for there “Meaner” VrS model 
takes all of this joy and happiness and throws it 
into the dirt and rubs its shoe in its face for good 
measure. The new advert, a cold hearted parody 
of the previous one, begins by giving you a false 
sense of security, lulling you in by showing you the 
beginnings of its predecessor. Then it cuts into a 
new, grungier rendition of the song originally 
meant to be happy and sweet, now it has taken a 
more metallic quality almost like two washing 
machines having a shouting match. 


The terrible music aside however, the advert 
springs into life immediately. Whereas the old 
version showed dainty bakers delicately placing 
layers of cake and icing on to their lovingly 
created cake-car hybrid, the new version begins 
with a man smashing car doors into shape with 
his bare hands. Not quite the same artistic 
direction. A series of events leading to the 
creation of the car ensues much like the old  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advert although with less cake and more 
destruction. Men biting holes into the car doors, a 
group of people attempting to control a engine 
composed entirely of snakes. 


Perhaps a nod to the more ferocious engine in the 
new model, or just because the design team knew 
it looked irresistibly cool. The secret of how Skoda 
makes their distinct blacked out roofs was also 
made aware in this advert, although I am sceptical 
whether it is actually possible to pick up the tire 
tracks left behind by a maniacal tattooed 
motorcyclist with a snow shovel - however, as 
with everything else in this advert I’m sure it must 
be true. 


This advert wasn’t all fun and games, Skoda used 
it as a platform to announce their new chosen fuel 
type - but you won’t be picking this up at the 
petrol station for quite a while. The new VrS is 
shown being filled up with the most obvious fuel 
choice, snake venom. Yet again I have to wonder 
about the actual engineering logic at Skoda, but 
who am I to judge. 


The advert ends yet again much the same as the 
previous advert, the cast surround their creation. 
Admittedly this cast looks a lot more scary than 
the previous cast who looked liked the only thing 
they could beat were eggs. The slogan “made of 
meaner stuff” flashes onto screen as the now self-
sentient machine attempts to murder its fleeing 
creators, whether speaking in the metaphorical 
sense or just reminding you that it’s apparently 
made out of snakes and darkness incarnate.


The sheer in-your-face attitude of everything in 
this advert kept me on edge throughout, and 
that’s why I love it. The advert absolutely 
outshone their previous hit advertisement which 
now pales in comparison, and likely fear, at its 
new scarier cousin.
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Clear closure to the argument provided 
by the final paragraph


